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FAMILY MATTERS:

John 13:34-35; 1 Corinthians 13:4-7
When it comes to your faith and
your family, love matters most.
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A SERIES ABOUT FAMILY
Sometimes family can be a little
messy. And when it comes
to living out our faith in our
family, it can be even messier.
That’s why in this series, we’re
talking about how when it
comes to your faith and your
family, love matters most. No
matter how challenging family
life can be—and let’s be
honest—it isn’t always easy—
it’s important to remember
that how we love others in the
midst of mess matters most.
We’ll also explore how to apply
Biblical wisdom to anything and
everything that students may be
experiencing within their families.
Ultimately, we want to point
students to these important truths:
God is with you. God loves you. God
is unchanging. God is faithful. And
God will give you the strength you
need to love your family well.

Week Two - October 14

Genesis 25:27-34, Genesis 27:1-38,
Hebrews 11:20

Your family matters even when it’s
fractured.
Week Three - October 21
Ecclesiastes 3:1-8, Isaiah 43:2,
Isaiah 41:10

When your family changes, God’s
promises matter.
Week Four - October 28
1 Samuel 18:3, Hebrews 10:24-25
Belonging to the family of God
matters.

REMEMBER THIS
“By this everyone will know that
you are my disciples, if you love
one another.”
John 13:35 NIV
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TIME

Find a picture of your family (it can be
older or recent) that captures a
joyous family occasion. Write a short
note on the back of the picture
sharing why this picture is special to
you. Use the space to speak positively
about the family and your student’s
role in it. Share the picture with your
student by putting it where they will
see it in the morning, either near
their shoes, on top of their backpack,
or on the bathroom mirror.

M EA L
TIME

MEAL TIME

Ask your student: “Who outside of
our family feels like family to you?”
Whether it’s friends, teammates,
neighbors, coaches, Small Group
Leaders, or other adults, listen closely
to how they answer this question.
Then, if you know the people they list,
talk at dinner about what you love
about these bonus family members. If
you don’t know them, make an effort
to get to know them!

TH E I R
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THEIR TIME

Find ways to stay connected with
your family this week. Encourage
each member of your family to
connect with one another one-onone. Whether it’s sharing a favorite
dessert, playing a game, or simply
going for a walk, help your family
members intentionally connect with
each other.

BED

TIME

BED TIME

Is there a change happening in your
home or family right now? Big or
small, good or bad, change may be
difficult for your student to process.
One evening this week, as your family
is winding down for the day, take time
to talk with them about the changes
you may be experiencing as a family.
Give them a chance to share how
they are feeling about it.
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